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a  b  s  t  r a  c t

It has  been  theoretically  established  that  the  dynamic  range  of sensitivity in porous dielectric  ceramic-

based  resistive  or  capacitive  humidity sensors  is mainly determined by the  open pore size  distribution in

their  sensing pallets. Here, we directly  apply the  concept  on ceramic  resistive  humidity sensors  and  utilize

the results for  the  experimental  verification of the  theoretical model.  The open  pore size  distribution  in  a

number  of  identical  titanium  dioxide  pallets,  fabricated  by  the  sintering  of the  slip-cast  powder  at  1073  K,

is  modified in two  different directions:  (a)  impregnation  with titanium  tetraisopropoxide,  followed by  a

heat  treatment  at  773  K  increases the  proportion of the  finer  pores  and  (b) re-sintering the  original  pallets

at  1223  K  closes  the  finer  pores  and  substantially  shifts  the  distribution  towards  larger  pore  dimensions.

Sensitivity  measurement  results  are  consistent with  the  theoretically  established  concept:  increasing the

population  of larger  pores heightens  the  sensitivity to high  relative humidity (RH)  levels  and  shifts  the

dynamic  range of the  pallets  from  the  original 20–85%  to 50–95%  RH. On the  contrary,  increasing  the

proportion  of the  finer  pores in the  microstructure  of the  ceramic pallet enhances  the  sensitivity at  the

lower  RH  range,  shifting the  dynamic range of the  sensor  to the  2–25% RH  range.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The laboratory, industrial, and domestic applications of porous

solid-based resistive and capacitive humidity sensors are wide

spread. In the most common type of these sensors, the elec-

tric conductivity and/or the dielectric constant of a porous

ceramic or polymer pallet changes due to the adsorption of the

water molecules to  its effective surface. These changes are, then,

translated to relative humidity fluctuations in  the surrounding

atmosphere [1].  As  a  result, the operation mechanism and the qual-

ity factors of these devices are strongly dependent on the process of

water molecules diffusion into the open pores of the porous pallet

and their absorption to the pore walls. The relationship between

the pore radius and water adsorption mechanism in a  porous solid

has been theoretically established more than a  century ago by Lord

Kelvin:

rk =
2M

�RT ln(Ps/P)
(1)
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wherein, M, � and  are the molecular weight, density and surface

tension of water, respectively. P is the partial pressure of  water

vapor in the surrounding atmosphere and Ps is the saturation pres-

sure of water in the same ambient conditions. Kelvin equation

has been verified experimentally by two different optical observa-

tion techniques which facilitated direct observation of  the surface

adsorbed water layers [2,3].

Based on the nature of the porous solid used for pallet fab-

rication, humidity sensor elements are divided into three main

categories of ceramics, polymer and electrolyte [4,5].  Ceramic

pallets are of higher physical and chemical stabilities and are advan-

tages from the view point of many quality factors: they are of longer

life times [6,7],  provide more reproducible RH measurement results

[8],  can be applied for water content measurements at elevated

temperatures [9], and can be recovered after poisoning in  a  con-

taminated environment by thermal cleaning [6].  Bulk [10,11] and

thin film [12,13] ceramic elements are both utilized for pallet fab-

rication, but in  all configurations the sensing mechanism is based

on the measurement of the humidity-sensitive conductivity and/or

dielectric constant of the ceramic element.

Humidity sensitive ceramic pallets are mostly made of oxide-

based ceramic dielectrics and wide band gap semiconductors such

as TiO2 [14–16],  SnO2 [17,18],  ZnCr2O4 [19,20],  Al2O3 [21,22] and

MgCr2O4 [23,24].  The physical property monitored in the majority
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of  these pallets is the electrical conductivity (�) of the pallet,

which increases with the RH level in the surrounding atmosphere.

In selecting the pallet material, emphasis is on having an efficient

physical interaction with the water vapor in the atmosphere

and a low, but easily measurable, pallet conductance at zero RH.

The former criterion is  mainly linked to  the mechanism of water

layer formation on the effective surface of the solid. The efficacy

of this mechanism is quantitatively stated by the contact angle

between the solid (metal oxide) and the liquid (water) phases. A

close-to-zero contact angle makes the material suitable for pallet

fabrication [25].  The latter criterion, however, places a  limit on the

dry conductivity of the material, as a  high room temperature dry

electrical conductivity can cover the conductivity increase due to

the  water vapor adsorption, particularly at low RH levels. The lower

conductivity limit is usually dodged by appropriate electrodes

shape and size [26] designed to bring the device conductance into

the easy-to-measure range.

Despite their many advantages quality factors, the dynamic

range of no ceramic pallet affords full RH measurement range. A

single pallet is  of acceptable sensitivity only within a  portion of

the 0–100% RH range; above this dynamic range the sensor is  sat-

urated and below this range the sensitivity decays to  unacceptably

low values. In these sensors, according to Kelvin equation, a wider

dynamic range is  associated with a  broader pore size distribution

pallet [1,27,28].  Such a  pallet should hold an optimum blend of

pores ranging from a  few nanometers to several microns in diam-

eter. Indeed, porosity, pore size  distribution and pore morphology

of the ceramic pallet affect many other quality factors, such as

response and recovery times, in  gas and humidity sensors as they

control the process of molecular diffusion of the analyte into the

pallet structure, as well [29,30]. Research on design and fabrica-

tion of solids with specified pore size distribution for sensing at

predetermined RH ranges or broadening of the dynamic range of a

particular class of RH sensors is  still going on [31].  At the present

state of the art, covering the full RH range with a  single pallet is

impractical [32].

The RH dependence of conductivity in  porous solids has been

the subject of  numerous investigations [33,34],  and quantitative

relationships between the pore size and the capillary condensa-

tion of the water molecules has been theoretically developed since

as early as year 1958 [27].  The model suggests that as the RH in

the surrounding atmosphere goes down, the condensation of water

molecules on the solid surface requires finer pores. Yamazoe et al.

have analytically presented a general model for this relationship,

which predicts a  clear relationship between the pore size distri-

bution in the pallet structure and the dynamic range of its RH

sensitivity [4]. The predictions of this model have been verified by

the  fabrication and characterization of different pallets of different

porosity levels and pore size distributions [28].  Here, for the first

time, we are reporting the modification of the pore size distribution

of a specific humidity sensor ceramic pallet with different means in

different directions and observe the variation of the dynamic range

of the sensor. The experimental work is carried out on TiO2 which is

one of the most thoroughly investigated wide band gap oxide semi-

conductors utilized for humidity sensor pallet fabrication, as well

[35]. A comparison of the sensor characteristics before and after

pore size modification clarified the changes occurred on  the sensor

dynamic range. We show that these variations are consistent with

the predictions of the previously presented model [4].

2. Experimental

2.1. Sample preparation

The material used for ceramic pallet fabrication is TiO2 powder

(MERCK 1.00808.1000) used as purchased from the vender. The

Fig. 1. The XRD pattern obtained from the titanium oxide powder used for pallet

fabrication; the pattern contains anatase peaks only.

result of XRD examination, given in Fig. 1, revealed that the material

is of anatase phase. No additive, dopant or  binder was  introduced to

the powder during the pallet fabrication process. A  viscous slip was

prepared by the addition of 40 wt%  distilled water to the powder.

The slip was  dropped as ∼12 mg droplets onto the closest point

between two  unparallel fine, d  =  60 �m,  platinum wires, the ends of

which had been spark welded to four refractory metal posts secured

in a  segment of alumina (Fig. 2(a)). The distance between the two Pt

wires is  1 mm as measured at their closest point. The actual inter-

electrode distance occurring within the ceramic beads produced,

measured after drying and sintering, is ∼0.5 mm as observed on the

broken beads. The droplet formed a  sphere of slip suspending from

the Pt wires, which was  dried at room temperature and formed an

approximately spherical bead (Fig. 2(a)).

The dried TiO2 ceramic bead along with its all-refractory support

structure can entirely be placed in the firing furnace. This method of

sample fabrication prevented the loosening and deterioration of the

Pt–TiO2 contacts by unavoidable movements during the forming,

drying and sintering processes. Dry beads are sintered at 1073 K

for 30 min  in a  SiC-muffled electric furnace in air and are left in the

switched off furnace to  cool down overnight. The  photograph and

a  SEM close up  of the sample produced are shown in Fig. 2(a) and

(b), respectively. The samples prepared according to this process

are referred to as N samples.

A second set of the samples, referred to S  samples, are prepared

by impregnating the N samples with titanium dioxide sol prepared

based on titanium alcoxide. The details of the method utilized for

the preparation of the alcoxide solution and its conversion to a  sus-

pension of TiO2 nanoparticles is  given in  Ref. [36]. For impregnation,

an N sample is soaked with a  sol droplet of a  predetermined vol-

ume  produced at the tip of a liquid sampler. The volume of sol

is determined based on the volume of the open pores which are

intended to  be filled with the sol liquid. The impregnated samples

are dried at room temperature and, subsequently, annealed at 773  K

in air. The annealing process converts the residues of the dried sol to

TiO2 nanoparticles which precipitate within the open pores of the

pallet and modify its pore-size distribution by dividing the large

micron-size pores into a number of nanopores. As a  result, S  sam-

ples, compared to N samples, are of lower overall porosity, but their

pore size distribution extends deeper into the nanopore region (see

below).

A third set of samples, referred to as L  samples, is prepared

by re-sintering a number of the N samples at 1223 K for another

30 min. Although L  samples are of lower total porosity, the grain

growth during re-sintering leads to  larger grains and, evidently,

reduce the population of the smaller open pores. Typical SEM
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Fig. 2. The photograph of the fabricated ceramic bead humidity sensor (a)  and the

SEM  micrograph of a typical sample fired at 1073 K (b).

micrographs obtained for the TiO2 beads in  N,  S,  and L samples are

given in Fig. 3(a)–(c), respectively, indicating that the porosity and

the morphology of the pores have significantly altered by  sol–gel

impregnation in the S series and over-sintering the L series.

2.2. Characterization

The apparent density of the ceramic pallets is measured by

utilizing standard weighing and immersion techniques (ASTM

D7263). This parameter is measured on dummy  bead samples

accompanying N, S  and L sample categories prepared and processed

via identical fabrication routes. Dummy  samples are not con-

nected to wires and these standard tests could be carried out

without breaking which can introduce additional errors in the

results. The porosity of each sample category was  then calculated

by comparing its apparent and bulk densities. The effective sur-

faces of the powdered dummy  samples are determined by  nitrogen

adsorption measurements using Belsorp-mini II system at 77 K.

Obtaining reliable pore size-related information from the obtained

gas adsorption data is  hampered by the type-III nitrogen adsorption

Fig. 3. The  SEM micrographs of the fabricated titanium dioxide beads of (a)  N (a), S

(b),  and L (c) types.

isotherm [37] observed for all the sample categories. The results of

density, porosity and effective surface measurements are presented

in Table 1,  indicating higher bulk density and lower total porosity

values for the S and L  samples compared to  those of N samples. The

magnitudes of both density and porosity changes in  S samples are

consistent with the amounts of solid TiO2 introduced into the bulk

by the sol impregnation and subsequent thermal annealing. In  case

Table 1

Physical specifications of the three sample categories fabricated. The last two

columns are based on the results of nitrogen adsorption measurements at  77  K.

Sample class Density (g/cm3) Porosity (%) Total area

(m2 g−1)

Total pore volume

(cm3 g−1)

N 1.4 ± 0.1 70 7.647 0.51

S  1.7 ± 0.1 60 8.086 0.47

L  2.5 ± 0.1 40 2.676 0.30
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Fig. 4. The XRD patterns obtained for N (a), S (b) and L (c) samples.

of  L samples, however, both changes are  owing to the extra physical

shrinkage and finer pore closure which occur during re-sintering at

1223 K.

The XRD patterns obtained for N,  L and S sample categories are

given in Fig. 4(a)–(c), respectively. While the starting powder TiO2 is

of anatase phase, all sample categories are anatase-rutile mixtures.

The latter phase is  the more stable phase of TiO2 and is  produced

from anatase at temperatures above 873 K;  L  samples contain more

rutile due to the higher re-sintering temperature utilized. Pore size

distributions were estimated based on comparative line averaging

among the dummy  samples for size  and population of the pores on

the  SEM micrographs obtained from the as broken surfaces of the

different dummy  samples similar to those shown in  Fig. 3(a)–(c).

The results are given in Section 3.

The conductance of each sample sensor, measured between two

electrode wires, is  obtained at different surrounding RH levels at

298 ± 0.2 K. For this measurement, the sample is  mounted on a

probe which can be inserted into a chamber containing air  with

a predetermined RH level. The experimental setup is  presented in

Fig. 5. The temperature at the outer chamber is controlled using

Fig. 5. The  schematics of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 6. The estimated pore-size distributions of sample classes (a) N, (b) S, and (c) L.

a  system comprising a PT100 temperature sensor, a PID controller

connected to  a distributed fine wire heating element on the cham-

ber which stabilizes the temperature in  the chamber at 298 ± 0.2  K.

To minimize the electrode-ceramic connection deterioration due

to  the electrochemical corrosion, conductance measurements were

carried out at 17 Hz. At this frequency, the capacitive admittance

of the sample and parasitic capacitors parallel to the sample are

insignificant compared to its conductance. Closed chambers of dif-

ferent RH levels, in the range of 2–95%, were obtained by  injecting

predetermined volumes of distilled water into the dry  air (RH = 2%)

chamber using a micro-sampler. The injected water was evapo-

rated to obtain the specified humidity level inside the chamber.
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Fig. 7. The electrical conductance of the three sample classes measured in air at

different RH levels.

The stable RH levels were monitored by  a  commercial humidity

sensor (HIH 4000) prior to each measurement. The output of ref-

erence sensor was calibrated in closed chambers of standard RH

levels obtained using different saturated salt solutions [38].

3. Results and discussion

The pore size distributions obtained for samples N,  S and L are

given in Fig. 6(a)–(c), respectively. The results indicate that com-

pared to N samples, S  samples are of higher concentration of the

fine open pores while having a lower overall porosity. The latter is

owing to the oxide particles grown from the sol material dried and

decomposed within the larger pores. The same process increases

the population of the fine pores owing to  the partial filling of the

larger pores and the fact that the solid aggregates produced are

composed of nanoparticles and include nanopores. The situation

is the other way round in the L samples: many of the fine pores

have been eliminated or closed during the excessive growth which

occurred in re-sintering leading to a higher density and lower over-

all porosity compared to N samples. The same process increases the

volume percentage of the larger pores of the samples as depicted

in Fig. 3(c). Although the population of larger pores increased, the

net porosity in L samples is  lower than that in the original N-

samples due to the overall dimensional shrinkage occurred during

re-sintering. These findings are consistent with the experimental

data  presented in Table 1.

Pallet conductance in air with a specified RH level, GRH, is  mea-

sured at different RH levels; typical results obtained for the three

sample groups are presented in  Fig. 7. The conductance of all sam-

ple categories measured in vacuum (10−5 Torr) is  below 10−8 S and,

hence, the GRH values given in Fig. 7 are almost totally owing to

the presence of humid air. Each GRH is recorded after a  long stay

in the specified atmosphere. According to  Fig. 7,  G95% in all sam-

ples are almost equal. This is described based on the fact that  at

close-to-saturation RH levels, almost all the pores are filled with

the liquid and the conductance is defined by the geometry of the

electrodes. On the contrary, the values obtained for G2% vary ∼100

times among the three sample categories. This stems from the fact

that at lower humidity levels, Kelvin condensation occurs in the

nanometric pores which are of very different concentrations among

different sample categories.

Prior to each transient response measurement, the G2% of the

sample was measured by  keeping the sensor for 30 min  at RH =  2%;

the lowest humidity level utilized. A sudden exposure to a  differ-

ent but constant RH level causes the conductance of the sensor

Fig. 8. Normalized transient responses and recoveries recorded for the humidity

sensors fabricated based on the pallet classes of (a)  N, (b) S, and (c) L depicting the

limited, but different, dynamic ranges of the  three sample classes.

pallet, G(t), to vary with time. The transient response of the sensor

is defined as:

X(t) =
G(t)

G2%
(2)

in  which, G(t) is  the transient conductance of the sensor. Consider-

ing the different, but constant, value of G2% for each pallet, the X(t)
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the RH  sensitivities estimated based on the experimental data

given in Fig. 8 and other similar graphs, for the stated sample classes.

profile related to  each sample is, with a  change of scale, similar to

that of the respective G(t). The normalized transient responses are

presented in Fig. 8(a)–(c).

The sensitivity of the sensor around a  specified RH, SRH is  defined

as:

SRH =
dGRH

dRH

∣

∣

∣

RH
(3)

Due to the nonlinearity of the GRH (RH), as shown in Fig.  7,  Eq.

(3) results in a  humidity level dependent sensitivity, i.e. at around

RH1, the humidity sensitivity of a  pallet, SRH1, can be significantly

different from that of the same sensor at RH2. The sensitivities of

the different sample pallets are estimated based on the GRH vs.  RH

diagrams shown in  Fig. 7. The results, presented in Fig. 9,  depict

the dynamic operation ranges of the three different sensor classes,

indicating that none of the N,  S, and L sample categories can cover

the complete humidity range with its dynamic range. The original

N samples present a medium RH dynamic range covering from 20%

to  80%. In L samples, the dynamic range shifts towards higher RH

range of 60–95%, while the S-type pallets demonstrate a shift of

dynamic range to lower 2–25% RH range.

For  each sample, the response time, the time required for G(t) to

ascend from 5% to  95% of its steady-state response level, after a sud-

den exposure to a higher RH surrounding, and the recovery time,

measured in a reverse fashion at sudden RH falls, were measured

on the recorded transient responses. Typical normalized response

and recovery diagrams related to the three different sample cate-

gories are given in  Fig. 10.  The longer response and recovery times

observed in the S-samples are consistent with the expected longer

diffuse-in and diffuse-out times of the target molecules [30] into

these samples of more intricate pore topography.
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Fig. 10. Normalized response and recovery profiles of the stated pallet classes

obtained at the midst of their respective high sensitivity ranges.

4. Conclusion

The pore size distribution in  a  number of TiO2 humidity sensing

pallets was  altered in two opposing directions. This resulted in

three categories of sample humidity sensors of identical natures

but with different pore size distributions. All the samples under-

went the assessments of major sensing quality factors in  2–95%

humidity range. The measurement results are consistent with the

predictions of the models which describe the humidity sensing pro-

cess by considering the additional electrical conduction introduced

by the network of water layers formed by Kelvin condensation on

the effective surface of the porous structure of the dielectric pallets.

Particularly, the presented results experimentally verified the pre-

dicted relationship between the dynamic range of the sensor and

the pore size  distribution in  humidity sensing pallets for the first

time.
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